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Abstract7

Behavioural assessments of shelter dogs (Canis lupus familiaris) typically comprise8

standardised test batteries conducted at one time point but test batteries have shown9

inconsistent predictive validity. Longitudinal behavioural assessments offer an alter-10

native. We modelled longitudinal observational data on shelter dog behaviour using11

the framework of behavioural reaction norms, partitioning variance into personality12

(i.e. inter-individual differences in behaviour), plasticity (i.e. individual differences13

in behavioural change) and predictability (i.e. individual differences in residual intra-14

individual variation). We analysed data on 3,263 dogs’ interactions (N = 19,281) with15

unfamiliar people during their first month after arrival at the shelter. Accounting for16

personality, plasticity (linear and quadratic trends) and predictability improved the17

predictive accuracy of the analyses compared to models quantifying personality and/or18

plasticity only. While dogs were, on average, highly sociable with unfamiliar people and19

sociability increased over days since arrival, group averages were unrepresentative of all20

dogs and predictions made at the individual level entailed considerable uncertainty.21

Effects of demographic variables (e.g. age) on personality, plasticity and predictability22

were observed. Behavioural repeatability increased with days since arrival. Our results23

highlight the value of longitudinal assessments on shelter dogs and identify measures24

that could improve the predictive validity of behavioural assessments in shelters.25

Keywords— inter- and intra-individual differences, behavioural reaction norms, be-26

havioural repeatability, longitudinal behavioural assessment, human-animal interactions.27
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1 Introduction28

Personality, defined by inter-individual differences in average behaviour, represents just one29

component of behavioural variation of interest in animal behaviour research. Personality30

frequently describes less than 50% of behavioural variation in animal personality studies [1,31

2], leading to the combined analysis of personality with plasticity, individual differences in32

behavioural change [3], and predictability, individual differences in residual intra-individual33

variability [4–8]. Understanding these different sources of behavioural variation simultane-34

ously can be achieved using the general framework of behavioural reaction norms [3, 5],35

which provides insight into how animals react to fluctuating environments through time and36

across contexts. More generally, these developments reflect increasing interest across biology37

in expanding the ‘trait space’ of phenotypic evolution [9] beyond mean trait differences and38

systematic plasticity across environmental gradients to include residual trait variation (e.g.39

developmental instability: [10, 11]; stochastic variation in gene expression: [12]).40

Modest repeatability of behaviour has been documented in domestic dogs (Canis lupus41

familiaris), providing evidence for personality variation. For instance, using meta-analysis,42

Fratkin et al. [13] found an average Pearson’s correlation of behaviour through time of 0.43,43

explaining 19% of the behavioural variance between successive time points. However, the44

goal of personality assessments in dogs is often to predict an individual dog’s future behaviour45

(e.g. working dogs: [14, 15]; pet dogs: [16]) and, thus, it is important not to confuse the46

stability of an individual’s behaviour relative to the behaviour of others with stability of47

intra-individual behaviour. That is, individuals could vary their behaviour in meaningful48

ways while maintaining differences from other individuals. As illustrated in Figure 1, a49

correlation of 0.4 in behaviour across repeated measurements does not preclude individual50

heterogeneity in plasticity or predictability. When time-related change in dog behaviour has51

been taken into account, behavioural change at the group-level has been of primary focus52

(e.g. [16–18]) and no studies have explored the heterogeneity of residual variance within53

each dog. The predominant focus on inter-individual differences and group-level patterns of54

behavioural change risks obscuring important individual-level heterogeneity and may partly55

explain why a number of dog personality assessment tools have been unreliable in predicting56

future behaviour [14–16, 19].57

Of particular concern is the low predictive value of shelter dog assessments for predicting58

behaviour post-adoption [20–24], resulting in calls for longitudinal, observational models of59

assessment [24]. Animal shelters are dynamic environments and, for most dogs, instigate an60

immediate threat to homeostasis as evidenced by heightened hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal61

axis activity and an increase in stress-related behaviours (e.g. [25–28]). Over time, physi-62

ological and behavioural responses are amenable to change [17, 27, 29]. Therefore, dogs in63

shelters may exhibit substantial heterogeneity in intra-individual behaviour captured neither64

by standardised behavioural assessments conducted at one time point [24] nor by group-level65

patterns of behavioural change. An additional complication is that the behaviour in shel-66

ters may not be representative of behaviour outside of shelters. For example, Patronek and67

Bradley [29] suggested that up to 50% of instances of aggression expressed while at a shel-68

ter are likely to be false positives. Such false positives may be captured in estimates of69

predictability, with individuals departing more from their representative behaviour having70
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Reaction norms for 100 simulated individuals measured on five occasions,
with a correlation of 0.4 between successive time points. (b) Reaction norms and raw data
(black points) for four randomly selected individuals; shaded areas represent the residual
intra-individual variability or predictability around reaction norm estimates.

higher residual intra-individual variability (lower predictability) than others. Overall, abso-71

lute values of behaviour, such as mean trait values across time (i.e. personality), may account72

for just part of the important behavioural variation needed to understand and predict shelter73

dog behaviour. While observational models of assessment have been encouraged, methods74

to systematically analyse longitudinal data collected at shelters into meaningful formats are75

lacking.76

In this paper, we demonstrate how the framework of behavioural reaction norms can77

quantify inter- and intra-individual differences in shelter dog behaviour. To do so, we use78

data on dogs’ interactions with unfamiliar people from a longitudinal and observational79

shelter assessment. As a core feature of personality assessments, how shelter dogs interact80

with unknown people is of great importance. At one extreme, if dogs bite or attempt to81

bite unfamiliar people, they are at risk of euthanasia [29]. At the other extreme, even subtle82

differences in how dogs interact with potential adopters can influence adoption success [30].83

Importantly, neither may all dogs react to unfamiliar people in the same way through time at84

the shelter nor may all dogs show the same day-to-day fluctuation of behaviour around their85

average behavioural trajectories. These considerations can be examined with behavioural86

reaction norms.87

The analysis of behavioural reaction norms is dependent on the use of hierarchical sta-88

tistical models for partitioning variance among individuals [3, 5, 6]. Given that ordinal89

data are common in behavioural research, here, we illustrate how similar hierarchical mod-90

els can be applied to ordinal data using a Bayesian framework (see also [31]). Apart from91

distinguishing inter- from intra-individual variation, we place particular emphasis on two92

desirable properties of the hierarchical modelling approach taken here. First, the property93

of hierarchical shrinkage [32] offers an efficacious way of making inferences about individual-94

level behaviour when data are highly unbalanced and potentially unrepresentative of a dog’s95

typical behaviour. When data are sparse for certain individuals, hierarchical shrinkage will96
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attenuate their estimates to the group-level estimates. Similarly, if data are unrepresenta-97

tive of group-level patterns, estimates will be more informed by group-level estimates unless98

there is sufficient contradictory information. Secondly, since any prediction of future (dog)99

behaviour will entail uncertainty, a Bayesian approach is attractive because it allows the100

quantification of uncertainty at all levels of analysis [32, 33]. Understanding the uncertainty101

around individual-level reaction norms is important for making logical predictions about102

future behaviour.103

2 Material & Methods104

2.1 Subjects105

Behavioural data on N = 3,263 dogs from Battersea Dogs and Cats Home’s longitudinal,106

observational assessment model were used for analysis. The data concerned all behavioural107

records of dogs at the shelter during 2014 (including those arriving in 2013 or departing108

in 2015), filtered to include all dogs: 1) at least 4 months of age (to ensure all dogs were109

treated similarly under shelter protocols, e.g. vaccinated so eligible for walks outside and110

kennelled in similar areas), 2) with at least one observation during the first 31 days since111

arrival at the shelter, and 3) with complete data for demographic variables to be included112

in the formal analysis (Table 1). Since dogs spent approximately one month at the shelter113

on average (Table 1), we focused on this period in our analyses (arrival day 0 to day 30).114

We did not include breed characterisation due to the unreliability of using appearance to115

attribute breed type to shelter dogs of uncertain heritage [34].116

2.2 Shelter environment117

Details of the shelter environment have previously been presented in [35]. Briefly, the shelter118

was composed of three different rehoming centres (Table 1): one large inner-city centre based119

in London (approximate capacity: 150-200 dogs), a medium-sized suburban/rural centre120

based in Old Windsor (approximate capacity: 100-150 dogs), and a smaller rural centre in121

Brands Hatch (approximate capacity: 50 dogs). Dogs considered suitable for adoption were122

Table 1: Demographic variables of dogs in the sample analysed. Mean and standard deviation
(SD) or the number of dogs by category (N) are displayed.

Demographic variable Mean (SD) / N
Number of observations per dog 5.9 (3.7)
Days spent at the shelter 25.8 (35.0)
Age (years; all at least 4 months old) 3.7 (3.0)
Weight (kg) 18.9 (10.2)
Source: gift / stray / return 1950 / 1122 / 191
Rehoming centre: London / Old Windsor / Brands Hatch 1873 / 951 / 439
Females / males 1396 / 1867
Neutered: before arrival / at shelter / not / undetermined 1043 / 1281 / 747 / 192
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housed in indoor kennels (typically about 4m x 2m, with a shelf and bedding alcove; see also123

[36]). Most dogs were housed individually, and given daily access to an indoor run behind124

their kennel. Feeding, exercising and kennel cleaning were performed by a relatively stable125

group of staff members. Dogs received water ad libitum and two meals daily according to126

veterinary recommendations. Sensory variety was introduced daily (e.g. toys, essential oils,127

classical music, access to quiet ‘chill-out’ rooms). Regular work hours were from 0800 h to128

1700 h each day, with public visitation from 1000 h to 1600 h. Unless deemed unsafe, dogs129

were socialised with staff and/or volunteers daily.130

2.3 Data collection131

The observational assessment implemented at the shelter included observations of dogs by132

trained shelter employees in different, everyday contexts, each with its own ethogram of133

possible behaviours. Shortly after dogs were observed in relevant contexts, employees entered134

observations into a custom, online platform using computers located in different housing135

areas. Each behaviour within a context had its own code. Previously, we have reported on136

aggressive behaviour across contexts [35]. Here, we focus on variation in behaviour in one of137

the most important contexts, ‘Interactions with unfamiliar people’, which pertained to how138

dogs reacted when people with whom they had never interacted before approached, made eye139

contact, spoke to and/or attempted to make physical contact with them. For the most part,140

this context occurred outside of the kennel, but it could also occur if an unfamiliar person141

entered the kennel. Observations could be recorded by an employee meeting an unfamiliar142

dog, or by an employee observing a dog meeting an unfamiliar person.143

Behavioural observations in the ‘Interactions with unfamiliar people’ context were recorded144

using a 13-code ethogram (Table 2). Each behavioural code was subjectively labelled and145

generally defined, providing a balance between behavioural rating and behavioural coding146

methodologies. The ethogram represented a scale of behavioural problem severity and as-147

sumed adoptability (higher codes indicating higher severity of problematic behaviour/lower148

sociability), reflected by grouping the 13 codes further into green, amber and red codes149

(Table 2). Green behaviours posed no problems for adoption, amber behaviours suggested150

dogs may require some training to facilitate successful adoption but did not pose a danger151

to people or other dogs, and red behaviours suggested dogs needed training or behavioural152

modification to facilitate successful adoption and could pose a risk to people or other dogs. A153

dog’s suitability for adoption was, however, based on multiple behavioural observations over154

a number of days. When registering an observation, the employee selected the highest code155

in the ethogram that was observed on that occasion (i.e. the most severe level of problematic156

behaviour was given priority). There were periods when a dog could receive no entries for157

the context for several days but other times when multiple observations were recorded on the158

same day, usually when a previous observation was followed by a more serious behavioural159

event. In these instances, and in keeping with the shelter protocol, we retained the highest160

(i.e. most severe) behavioural code registered for the context that day. When the behaviours161

were the same, only one record was retained for that day. This resulted in an average of 5.9162

(SD = 3.7) records per dog on responses during interactions with unfamiliar people while163

at the shelter. For dogs with more than one record, the average number of days between164

records was 2.8 (SD = 2.2).165
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Table 2: Ethogram of behavioural codes used to record observations of interactions with
unfamiliar people, and their percent prevalence in the sample. Behaviour labels followed by
+ indicate a more intense form of the behaviour with the same name without a +.

Behaviour Colour % Definition
1: Friendly Green 63.5 Dog initiates interactions with people in an ap-

propriate social manner.
2: Excitable Green 14.2 Animated interaction with an enthusiastic atti-

tude, showing behaviours such as jumping up,
mouthing, an inability to stand still, and/or
playful behaviour towards people.

3: Independent Green 4.1 Does not actively seek interaction, although re-
laxed in the presence of people

4: Submissive Green 4.6 Appeasing and/or nervous behaviours, including
a low body posture, rolling over and other calm-
ing signals.

5: Uncomfortable avoids Amber 5.4 Tense and stiff posture, and/or shows anxious
behaviours (e.g. displacement behaviours) while
trying to move away from the person.

6: Submissive + Amber 0.2 High intensity of submissive behaviours such as
submissive urination, a reluctance to move, or is
frequently overwhelmed by the interaction.

7: Uncomfortable static Amber 0.8 Tense and stiff posture, and/or shows anxious
behaviour (potentially showing displacement be-
haviours) but doesn’t move away from the per-
son.

8: Stressed Amber 0.5 High frequency/intensity of stress behaviours,
which may include dribbling, stereotypic be-
haviours, stress vocalisations, constant shed-
ding, trembling, and destructive behaviours.

9: Reacts to people non-aggressive Amber 2.4 Barks, whines, howls and/or play growls when
seeing/meeting people, potentially pulling or
lunging towards them.

10: Uncomfortable approaches Amber 0.7 Tense and stiff posture, and/or shows anxious
behaviour (potentially showing displacement be-
haviours) and approaches the person.

11: Overstimulated Red 0.8 High intensity of excitable behaviour, including
grabbing, body barging, and nipping.

12: Uncomfortable static + Red 0.1 Body freezes (the body goes suddenly and com-
pletely still) in response to an interaction with a
person.

13: Reacts to people aggressive Red 2.8 Growls, snarls, shows teeth and/or snaps when
seeing/meeting people, potentially pulling or
lunging towards them.
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2.4 Validity & inter-rater reliability166

Inter-rater reliability and the validity of the assessment methodology were evaluated using167

data from a larger research project at the shelter. Videos depicting different behaviours168

in different contexts were filmed by canine behaviourists working at the shelter, who subse-169

quently organised video coding sessions with 93 staff members (each session with about 5 - 10170

participants) across rehoming centres [35]. The authors were blind to the videos and admin-171

istration of video coding sessions. The staff members were shown 14 videos (each about 30172

s long) depicting randomly-selected behaviours, two from each of seven different assessment173

contexts (presented in a pseudo-random order, the same for all participants). Directly after174

watching each video, they individually recorded (on a paper response form) which ethogram175

code best described the behaviour observed in each context. Two videos depicted behaviour176

during interactions with people (familiar versus unfamiliar not differentiated), one demon-177

strating Reacts to people aggressive and the other Reacts to people non-aggressive (Table178

2). Below, we present the inter-rater reliabilities and the percentage of people who chose179

the correct behaviour and colour category for these two videos in particular, but also the180

averaged results across the 14 videos, since there was some redundancy between ethogram181

scales across contexts.182

2.5 Statistical analyses183

All data analysis was conducted in R version 3.3.2 [37].184

2.5.1 Validity & inter-rater reliability185

Validity was assessed by calculating the percentage of people answering with the correct186

ethogram code/code colour for each video. Inter-rater reliability was calculated for each187

video using the consensus statistic [38] in the R package agrmt [39], which is based on188

Shannon entropy and assesses the amount of agreement in ordered categorical responses. A189

value of 0 implies complete disagreement (i.e. responses equally split between the lowest190

and highest ordinal categories, respectively) and a value of 1 indicates complete agreement191

(i.e. all responses in a single category). For the consensus statistic, 95% confidence intervals192

(CIs) were obtained using 10,000 non-parametric bootstrap samples. The confidence intervals193

were subsequently compared to 95% CIs of 10,000 bootstrap sample statistics from a null194

distribution, which was created by: 1) selecting the range of unique answers given for a195

particular video and 2) taking 10,000 samples of the same size as the real data, where196

each answer had equal probability of being chosen. Thus, the null distribution represented197

a population with a realistic range of answers, but had no clear consensus about which198

category best described the behaviour. When the null and real consensus statistics’ 95% CIs199

did not overlap, we inferred statistically significant consensus among participants.200

2.5.2 Hierarchical Bayesian ordinal probit model201

The distribution of ethogram categories was heavily skewed in favour of the green codes202

(Table 2), particularly the first Friendly category. Since some categories were chosen par-203

ticularly infrequently, we aggregated the raw responses into a 6-category scale: 1) Friendly,204
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2) Excitable, 3) Independent, 4) Submissive, 5) Amber codes, 6) Red codes. This aggregated205

scale retained the main variation in the data and simplified the data interpretation. We206

analysed the data using a Bayesian ordinal probit model (described in [32, 40]), but ex-207

tended to integrate the hierarchical structure of the data, including heteroscedastic residual208

standard deviations to quantify predictability for each dog (for related models, see [31, 41,209

42]). The ordinal probit model, also known as the cumulative or thresholded normal model,210

is motivated by a latent variable interpretation of the ordinal scale. That is, an ordinal211

dependent variable, Y , with categories Kj, from j = 1 to J , is a realisation of an underlying212

continuous variable divided into thresholds, θc, for c = 1 to J − 1. Under the probit model,213

the probability of each ordinal category is equal to its area under the cumulative normal214

distribution, φ, with mean, µ, SD σ and thresholds θc:215

Prob(Y = K|µ, σ, θc) = φ[
θc − µ
σ

]− φ[
θc−1 − µ

σ
] (1)

For the first and last categories, this simplifies to φ[(θc−µ)/σ] and 1−φ[(θc−1−µ)/σ], re-216

spectively. As such, the latent scale extends from ±∞. Here, the ordinal dependent variable217

was a realisation of the hypothesised continuum of ‘sociability when meeting unfamiliar peo-218

ple’, with 6 categories and 5 threshold parameters. While ordinal regression models usually219

fix the mean and SD of the latent scale to 0 and 1 and estimate the threshold parameters,220

we fixed the first and last thresholds to 1.5 and 5.5 respectively, allowing for the remaining221

thresholds, and the mean and SD, to be estimated from the data. As explained by Kruschke222

[32], this allows for the results to be interpretable with respect to the ordinal scale. We223

present the results using both the predicted probabilities of ordinal sociability codes and224

estimates on the latent, unobserved scale assumed to generate the ordinal responses.225

2.5.3 Hierarchical structure226

To model inter- and intra-individual variation, a hierarchical structure for both the mean227

and SD was specified. That is, parameters were included for both group-level and dog-level228

effects. The mean model, describing the predicted pattern of behaviour across days on the229

latent scale, y∗, for observation i from dog j, was modelled as:230

y∗ij = β0 + ν0j +
P∑
p=1

βp0xpj + (β1 + ν1j +
P∑
p=1

βp1xpj)dayij + (β2 + ν2j +
P∑
p=1

βp2xpj)day
2
ij (2)

Equation 2 expresses the longitudinal pattern of behaviour as a function of i) a group-231

level intercept the same for all dogs, β0, and the deviation from the group-level intercept for232

each dog, ν0j, ii) a linear effect of day since arrival, β1, and each dog’s deviation, ν1j, and iii)233

a quadratic effect of day since arrival, β2, and each dog’s deviation, ν2j. A quadratic effect234

was chosen based on preliminary plots of the data at group-level and at the individual-level,235

although we also compared the model’s predictive accuracy with simpler models (described236

below). Day since arrival was standardised, meaning that the intercepts reflected the be-237

haviour on the average day since arrival across dogs (approximately day 8). The three238

dog-level parameters, νj, correspond to personality and linear and quadratic plasticity pa-239

rameters, respectively. The terms
∑P

p=1 βpxpj denote the effect of P dog-level predictor240
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variables (xp), included to explain variance between dog-level intercepts and slopes. These241

included: the number of observations for each dog, the number of days dogs spent at the shel-242

ter controlling for the number of observations (i.e. the residuals from a linear regression of243

total number of days spent at the shelter on the number of observations), average age while at244

the shelter, average weight at the shelter, sex, neuter status, source type, and rehoming cen-245

tre (Table 1). For neuter status, we did not make comparisons between the ‘undetermined’246

category and other categories. The primary goal of including these predictor variables was to247

obtain estimates of individual differences conditional on relevant inter-individual differences248

variables, since the data were observational.249

The SD model was:250

σ = exp(δ + ν3j +
P∑
p=1

βp3xpj) (3)

Equation 3 models the SD of the latent scale by its own regression, with group-level SD251

intercept, δ, the deviation for each dog from the group-level SD intercept, ν3j, and predictor252

variables,
∑P

p=1 βp3xpj, as in the mean model (equation 2). The SDs across dogs were as-253

sumed to approximately follow a log-normal distribution, with ln(σ) approximately normally254

distributed (hence the exponential inverse-link function). The parameter ν3j corresponds to255

each dog’s residual SD or predictability.256

All four dog-level parameters were assumed to be multivariate normally distributed with257

means 0 and variance-covariance matrix Σν estimated from the data:258

Σν =


τ 2ν0 ρν0τν0τν1 ρν0τν0τν2 ρν0τν0τν3
... τ 2ν1 ρν1τν1τν2 ρν1τν1τν3
... ... τ 2ν2 ρν2τν2τν3
... ... ... τ 2ν3

 (4)

The diagonal elements are the variances of the dog-level intercepts, linear slopes, quadratic259

slopes and residual SDs, respectively, while the covariances fill the off-diagonal elements (only260

the upper triangle shown), where ρ is the correlation coefficient. In the results, we report261

τν3 (the SD of dog-level residual SDs) on the original scale, rather than the log-transformed262

scale, using
√
e2δ+τ

2
ν3eτ

2
ν3 − 1. Likewise, δ was transformed to the median of the original scale263

by eδ.264

To summarise the amount of behavioural variation explained by differences between in-265

dividuals, referred to as repeatability in the personality literature [1], we calculated the266

intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). Since the model includes both intercepts and slopes267

varying by dog, the ICC is a function of both linear and quadratic effects of day since ar-268

rival. The ICC for day i, assuming individuals with the same residual variance (i.e. using269

the median of the log-normal residual SD), was calculated as:270

ICCi =
τ 2ν0 + 2Covν0,ν1Day

2
i + 2Covν0,ν2Day

2
i + τ 2ν2Day

4
i + 2Covν1,ν2Day

3
i

numerator + eδ
(5)

Equation 5 is an extension of the intra-class correlation calculated from mixed-effect271

models with a random intercept only [43] to include the variance parameters for, and covari-272

ances between, the linear and quadratic effects of day, which were evaluated at specific days273
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of interest. We calculated the ICC for values of -1, 0 and 1 on the standardised day scale,274

corresponding to approximately the arrival day (day 0), day 8, and day 15. This provided275

a representative spread of days for most of the dogs in the sample, since there were fewer276

data available for later days which could lead to inflation of inter-individual differences. To277

inspect how much the rank-order differences between dogs changed from arrival day com-278

pared to later days, we calculated the ‘cross-environmental’ correlations [44] between the279

same days as the ICC. Although correlations between intercept and slope parameters pro-280

vide some indication of the amount of crossing between individuals’ reaction norms through281

time, the cross-environmental correlation offers a more direct measure of rank-order change282

across particular environments, where ‘days since arrival’ is, here, a special case of differing283

‘environments’ [44]. The cross-environmental covariance matrix, Ω, between the three focal284

days was calculated as:285

Ω = ΨKΨT (6)

In equation 6, K represents the variance-covariance matrix of the dog-level intercepts and286

(linear and quadratic) slopes, and Ψ is a three-by-three matrix with a column vector of 1s287

and two column vectors containing -1, 0 and 1 (defining the days for the cross-environmental288

correlations). Once defined, Ω was scaled to a correlation matrix. Finally, to summarise the289

degree of individual differences in predictability, we calculated the ‘coefficient of variation290

for predictability’ as
√
eτ

2
ν3 − 1 following Cleasby et al. [5].291

2.5.4 Prior distributions292

We chose prior distributions that were either weakly informative (i.e. specified a realistic293

range of parameter values) for computational efficiency, or weakly regularising to prioritise294

conservative inference. The prior for the overall intercept, β0, was Normal(ȳ, 5), where ȳ is295

the arithmetic mean of the ordinal data. The linear and quadratic slope parameters, β1 and296

β2, were given Normal(0, 1) priors. Coefficients for the dog-level predictor variables, βk, were297

given Normal(0, σβp) priors, where σβp was a shared SD across predictor variables, which298

had in turn a half-Cauchy hyperprior with mode 0 and shape parameter 2, half-Cauchy(0, 2).299

Using a shared SD imposes shrinkage on the regression coefficients for conservative inference:300

when most regression coefficients are near zero, then estimates for other regression coefficients301

are also pulled towards zero (e.g. [32]). The prior for the overall log-transformed residual302

SD, δ, was Normal(0, 1). The covariance matrix of the random effects was parameterised303

as a Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix (see [45] for more details), where the304

SDs had half-Cauchy(0, 2) priors and the correlation matrix had a LKJ prior distribution305

[46] with shape parameter η set to 2.306

2.5.5 Model selection & computation307

We compared the full model explained above to five simpler models. Starting with the full308

model, the alternative models included: i) parameters quantifying personality and quadratic309

and linear plasticity only; ii) parameters quantifying personality and linear plasticity only,310

with a fixed quadratic effect of day since arrival; iii) parameters quantifying personality311

only, with fixed linear and quadratic effects of day since arrival; iv) parameters quantifying312
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personality only, with a fixed linear effect of day since arrival; and v) a generalised linear313

regression with no dog-varying parameters and a linear fixed effect for day since arrival314

(Figure 2). Models were compared by calculating the widely applicable information criterion315

(WAIC; [47]) following McElreath [33] (see the R script file). The WAIC is a fully Bayesian316

information criterion that indicates a model’s out-of-sample predictive accuracy relative to317

other plausible models while accounting for model complexity. Thus, WAIC guards against318

both under- and over-fitting to the data (unlike measures of purely in-sample fit, e.g. R2).319

Models were computed using the probabilistic programming language Stan [45] using the320

RStan package [48] version 2.15.1, which employs Markov chain Monte Carlo estimation321

using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (see the R script file and Stan code for full details). We322

ran four chains of 5,000 iterations each, discarding the first 2,500 iterations of each chain as323

warm-up, and setting thinning to 1. Convergence was assessed visually using trace plots to324

ensure chains were well mixed, numerically using the Gelman-Rubin statistic (values close325

to 1 and < 1.05 indicating convergence) and by inspecting the effective sample size of each326

parameter. We also used graphical posterior predictive checks to assess model predictions327

against the raw data, including ‘counterfactual’ predictions [33] to inspect how dogs would be328

predicted to behave across the first month of being in the shelter regardless of their actual329

number of observations or length of stay at the shelter. To summarise parameter values,330

we calculated mean (denoted β) and 95% highest density intervals (HDIs), the 95% most331

probable values for each parameter (using functions in the rethinking package; [33]). For332

comparing levels of categorical variables, the 95% HDI of their differences were calculated333

(i.e. the differences between the coefficients at each step in the MCMC chain, denoted βdiff ).334

When the 95% HDI of predictor variables surpassed zero, a credible effect was inferred.335

3 Results336

3.1 Inter-rater reliability & validity337

For the two videos depicting interactions with people, consensus was 0.75 (95% CI: 0.66,338

0.84) for the video showing an example of Reacts to people non-aggressive and 0.77 (95%339

CI: 0.74, 0.81) for the example of Reacts to people aggressive, respectively. Neither did these340

results overlap with the null distributions (see Supplementary Material Table S1), indicating341

significant inter-rater reliability. For the video showing Reacts to people non-aggressive,342

77% chose the correct code and 83% a code of the correct colour category (amber), and,343

as previously reported by [35], 52% chose the correct code for the video showing Reacts to344

people aggressive and 55% chose a code of the correct colour category (red; 42% chose the345

amber code Reacts to people non-aggressive instead). Across all assessment context videos,346

the average consensus was 0.71 and participants chose the correct ethogram category 66%347

of the time while 78% of answers were a category of the correct ethogram colour.348

3.2 Hierarchical ordinal probit model349

The full model had the best out-of-sample predictive accuracy, with the inclusion of hetero-350

geneous residual SDs among dogs improving model fit by over 1,500 WAIC points compared351
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to the second most plausible model (Alternative 1 in Figure 2). In general, models that352

included more parameters to describe personality, plasticity and predictability, and models353

with a quadratic effect of day, had better out-of-sample predictive accuracy, despite the354

added complexity brought by additional parameters.355

Figure 2: Out-of-sample predictive accuracy (lower is better) for each model (described in
text section 2.5.5) measured by the widely applicable information criterion (WAIC). Black
points denote the WAIC estimate and horizontal lines show WAIC estimates ± standard
error. Mean ± standard error: full model = 38669 ± 275; alternative 1 = 40326 ± 288;
alternative 2 = 40621 ± 288; alternative 3 = 40963 ± 289; alternative 4 = 41100 ± 289;
alternative 5 = 45268 ± 289.

At the group-level, the Friendly code (Table 2) was most probable overall and was es-356

timated to increase in probability across days since arrival, while the remaining sociability357

codes either decreased or stayed at low probabilities (Figure 3a), reflecting the raw data.358

On the latent sociability scale (Figure 3b), the group-level intercept parameter on the av-359

erage day was 0.68 (95% HDI: 0.51, 0.86). A one SD increase in the number of days since360

arrival was associated with a -0.63 unit (95% HDI: -0.77, -0.50) change on the latent scale361

on average (i.e. reflecting increasing sociability), and the group-level quadratic slope was362

positive (β = 0.20, 95% HDI: 0.10, 0.30), reflecting a quicker rate of change in sociability363

earlier after arrival to the shelter than later (i.e. a concave down parabola). There was a364

slight increase in the quadratic curve towards the end of the one-month period, although365

there were fewer behavioural observations at this point and so greater uncertainty about the366

exact shape of the curve, resulting in estimates being pulled closer to those of the intercepts.367

The group-level residual standard deviation had a median of 1.84 (95% HDI: 1.67, 2.02).368

At the individual level, heterogeneity existed in behavioural trajectories across days since369

arrival (Figure 3b). The SDs of dog-varying parameters were: i) intercepts: 1.29 (95% HDI:370

1.18, 1.41; Figure 4a), ii) linear slopes: 0.56 (95% HDI: 0.47, 0.65; Figure 4b), iii) quadratic371
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Predicted probabilities (posterior means = black lines; 95% highest density
intervals = shaded areas) of different sociability codes across days since arrival. (b) Posterior
mean behavioural trajectories on the latent scale (ranging from ±∞) at the group-level (blue
line) and for each individual (black lines), where higher values indicate lower sociability.
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slopes: 0.28 (95% HDI: 0.20, 0.35; Figure 4c), and iv) residual SDs: 1.39 (95% HDI: 1.22,372

1.58; Figure 4d). There was also large uncertainty in individual-level estimates. Figure 5373

displays counterfactual model predictions for twenty randomly-sampled dogs. Uncertainty374

in reaction norm estimates, illustrated by the width of the 95% HDIs (dashed black lines),375

was greatest when data were sparse (e.g. towards the end of the one-month study period).376

Hierarchical shrinkage meant that individuals with observations of less sociable responses,377

or individuals with few behavioural observations, tended to have model predictions pulled378

towards the overall mean. Note that regression lines depict values on the latent scale pre-379

dicted to generate observations on the ordinal scale, and so may not clearly fit the ordinal380

data points. The coefficient of variation for predictability was 0.64 (95% HDI: 0.58, 0.70).381

Individuals with the five highest and lowest residual SD estimates are shown in Figure 6.382

Dog-varying intercepts positively correlated with linear slope parameters (ρ = 0.38, 95%383

HDI: 0.24, 0.50) and negatively correlated with quadratic slope parameters (ρ = -0.54, 95%384

HDI: -0.68, -0.39), and linear and quadratic slopes had a negative correlation (ρ = -0.75, 95%385

HDI: -0.88, -0.59), indicating that less sociable individuals (with higher scores on the ordinal386

scale) had flatter reaction norms on average. Dog-varying residual SDs had a correlation387

with the intercept parameters of approximately zero (ρ = 0.00, 95% HDI: -0.10, 0.10) but388

were negatively correlated with the linear slope parameters (ρ = -0.37, 95% HDI: -0.51,389

-0.22) and positively correlated with the quadratic slopes (ρ = 0.24, 95% HDI: 0.05, 0.42),390

indicating that dogs with greater residual SDs were predicted to change the most across days391

since arrival.392

The ICC by day increased through time, ranging from 0.18 (95% HDI: 0.11, 0.24) on393

day 0 (arrival day) to 0.33 (95% HDI: 0.28, 0.38) on day 8 to 0.35 (95% HDI: 0.30, 0.41)394

on day 15. The cross-environmental correlation between days 0 and 8 was 0.79 (95% HDI:395

0.70, 0.88), between days 0 and 15 was 0.51 (95% HDI: 0.35, 0.68), and between days 8 and396

15 was 0.95 (95% HDI: 0.93, 0.97).397

A one SD increase in the number of observations was associated with higher intercepts398

(β = 0.12; 95% HDI: 0.03, 0.21; see Supplementary Material Table S2) and higher residual399

SDs (β = 0.06, 95% HDI: 0.02, 0.10). Increasing age by one SD was associated with lower400

intercepts (β= -0.61, 95% HDI: -0.70, -0.51), steeper linear slopes (β = -0.20, 95% HDI:401

-0.27, -0.13), a stronger quadratic curve (β= 0.07, 95% HDI: 0.03, 0.12), and larger residual402

SDs (β = 0.05, 95% HDI: 0.01, 0.09). Increasing weight by one SD was associated with403

shallower quadratic curves (β = -0.05, 95% HDI: -0.09, -0.01). No credible effect of sex was404

observed on personality, plasticity nor predictability. Gift dogs had larger intercepts than405

returned dogs (βdiff = 0.28, 95% HDI: 0.04, 0.52) and stray dogs (βdiff = 0.33, 95% HDI:406

0.15, 0.50), as well as steeper linear slopes (βdiff = -0.25, 95% HDI: -0.38, -0.13) and higher407

residual SDs than stray dogs (βdiff = 0.10, 95% HDI: 0.02, 0.18). Dogs at the large rehoming408

centre had steeper linear slopes (βdiff = -0.70, 95% HDI: -0.84, -0.56) and stronger quadratic409

curves (βdiff = 0.35, 95% HDI: 0.26, 0.45) than dogs at the medium rehoming centre, and410

lower intercept parameters (βdiff = -0.30, 95% HDI: -0.50, -0.09) and steeper linear slopes411

(βdiff = -0.22, 95% HDI: -0.38, -0.06) than dogs at the small rehoming centre. Compared to412

dogs at the small rehoming centre, dogs at the medium centre had lower intercepts (βdiff=413

-0.25, 95% HDI: -0.48, -0.01), and shallower linear (βdiff = 0.48, 95% HDI: 0.30, 0.66) and414

quadratic slopes (βdiff = -0.34, 95% HDI: -0.46, -0.22). Dogs already neutered before arrival415

to the shelter had lower intercepts (βdiff = -0.54, 95% HDI: -1.07, -0.03) and lower residual416
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Posterior means (black dots) and 95% highest density intervals (grey vertical
lines) for each dogs’ (a) intercept, (b) linear slope, (c) quadratic slope, and (d) residual
SD parameter.
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Figure 5: Predicted reaction norms (‘counterfactual’ plots) for twenty randomly-selected dogs.
Black points show raw data on the ordinal scale, where higher values indicate lower sociabil-
ity, and solid and dashed lines illustrate posterior means and 95% highest density intervals
(HDI). When data were sparse, there was increased uncertainty in model predictions. Due
to hierarchical shrinkage, individual dogs’ model predictions were pulled towards the group-
level mean, particularly for those dogs showing higher behavioural codes (where higher values
indicate lower sociability).
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Figure 6: Reaction norms (posterior means = solid black lines; 95% highest density intervals
= dashed black lines) for individuals with the five highest (top row) and five lowest (bottom
row) residual SDs. Black points represent raw data on the ordinal scale.

SDs (βdiff = -0.53, 95% HDI: -0.85, -0.22) than dogs not neutered, but higher intercepts417

(βdiff = 0.20, 95% HDI: 0.03, 0.37) and higher residual SDs (βdiff = 0.10, 95% HDI: 0.02,418

0.19) than those neutered whilst at the shelter. Unneutered dogs had higher intercepts (βdiff419

= 0.74, 95% HDI: 0.20, 1.26) and higher residual SDs (βdiff = 0.63, 95% HDI: 0.30, 0.92)420

than dogs neutered at the shelter.421

4 Discussion422

This study applied the framework of behavioural reaction norms to quantify inter- and intra-423

individual differences in shelter dog behaviour during interactions with unfamiliar people.424

This is the first study to systematically analyse behavioural data from a longitudinal, ob-425

servational assessment of shelter dogs. Dogs demonstrated substantial individual differences426

in personality, plasticity and predictability, which were not well described by simply investi-427

gating how dogs behaved on average. In particular, accounting for individual differences in428

predictability, or the short-term, day-to-day fluctuations in behaviour, resulted in significant429

improvement in the analyses (Figure 2). Modelling dogs’ longitudinal behaviour also demon-430

strated behavioural repeatability increased with days since arrival, and that while individuals431

maintained rank-order differences in sociability across smaller periods (e.g. one week), rank-432

order differences were only moderately maintained between arrival to the shelter and day433

15. The results highlight the importance of adopting observational and longitudinal assess-434

ments of shelter dog behaviour [24], provide a method by which to analyse longitudinal data435

commensurate with other work in animal behaviour, and identify previously unconsidered436

behavioural measures that could be used to improve the predictive validity of behavioural437
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assessments in dogs.438

4.1 Average behaviour439

At the group-level, dogs’ reactions to meeting unfamiliar people were predominantly coded440

as Friendly (Figure 3a), described as ‘Dog initiates interactions in an appropriate social man-441

ner’. Although this definition is broad, it represents a functional qualitative characterisation442

of behaviour suitable for the purposes of the shelter when coding behavioural interactions,443

and its generality may partly explain why it was the most prevalent category. The results444

are consistent with findings that behaviours indicative of poor welfare and/or difficulty of445

managing (e.g. aggression) are relatively infrequent even in the shelter environment [22, 26].446

The change of behaviour across days since arrival was characterised by an increase in the447

Friendly code and a decrease in other behavioural codes (Figure 3a). Furthermore, the posi-448

tive quadratic effect of day since arrival on sociability illustrates that the rate of behavioural449

change was not constant across days, being quickest earlier after arrival (Figure 3b). The450

range of behavioural change at the group-level was, nevertheless, still concentrated around451

the lowest behavioural codes, Friendly and Excitable.452

Previous studies provide conflicting evidence regarding how shelter dogs adapt to the453

kennel environment over time, including behavioural and physiological profiles indicative454

of both positive and negative welfare [26]. Whereas some authors report decreases in the455

prevalence of some stress- and/or fear related behaviour with time [27, 49], others have456

reported either no change or an increase in behaviours indicative of poor welfare [17, 30].457

Of relevance here, Kis et al. [17] found that aggression towards unknown people increased458

over the first two weeks of being at a shelter. Here, aggression was rare (Table 2), and459

the probability of ‘red codes’ (which included aggression) decreased with days at the shelter460

(Figure 3a). A salient difference between the latter study and the one reported here is that461

Kis et al. [17] collected data using a standardised behavioural test consisting of a stranger462

engaging in a ‘threatening approach’ towards dogs. By contrast, we used a large data set of463

behavioural observations recorded after non-standardised, spontaneous interactions between464

dogs and unfamiliar people. In recording spontaneous interactions, the shelter aimed to elicit465

behaviour more representative of a dog’s typical behaviour outside of the shelter environment466

than would be seen in a standardised behavioural assessment. Previously, authors have noted467

that standardised behavioural assessments may induce stress to individuals and inflate the468

chances of dogs displaying aggression [29], emphasising the need for observational methods469

of assessment in shelters [24]. While such observational methods are less standardised, they470

may have greater ecological validity by giving results more representative of how dogs will471

behave outside of the shelter. Testing the predictive value of observational assessments on472

behaviour post-adoption is the focus of future research.473

4.2 Individual-level variation474

When behavioural data are aggregated across individuals, results may provide a poor repre-475

sentation of how individuals in a sample actually behaved. Here, we found heterogeneity in476

dog behaviour across days since arrival, even after taking into account a number of dog-level477

predictor variables that could explain inter-individual differences. Variation in individuals’478
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average behaviour across days (i.e. variation in dogs’ intercept estimates) illustrated that479

personality estimates spanned a range of behavioural codes, although model predictions were480

mostly focused on the green codes (Figure 3b; Table 2). However, whilst there were many481

records to inform group-level estimates, there were considerably fewer records available for482

each individual, which resulted in large uncertainty of individual personality parameters (il-483

lustrated by wide 95% HDI bars in Figure 4a). Personality variation has been the primary484

focus of previous analyses of individual differences in dogs, often based on data collected485

at one time point and usually on a large number of behavioural variables that require re-486

duction into composite or latent variables (e.g. [50–52]). Our results highlight that ranking487

individuals on personality dimensions from few observations entails substantial uncertainty.488

Certain studies on dog personality have explored how personality trait scores change489

across time periods, such as ontogeny (e.g. [53]) or time at a shelter (e.g. [17]). Such490

analyses assume, however, that individuals have similar degrees of change through time. If491

individuals differ in the magnitude or direction of change (i.e. different degrees of plasticity),492

group-level patterns of change may not capture important individual heterogeneity. In this493

study, most dogs were likely to show lower behavioural codes/more sociable responses across494

days since arrival, although the rate of linear and quadratic change differed among dogs.495

Indeed, some dogs showed a decrease in sociability through time (individuals with positive496

model estimates in Figure 4b), and while most dogs showed greater behavioural change early497

after arrival, others showed slower behavioural change early after arrival (individuals with498

negative model estimates in Figure 4c). As with estimates of personality, there was also499

large uncertainty of plasticity.500

Part of the difficulty of estimating reaction norms for heterogeneous data is choosing a501

function that best describes behavioural change. We used both linear and quadratic effects502

of day since arrival based on preliminary plots of the data, supported by lower WAIC values503

compared to a model with just a linear effect of day since arrival (alternative model 3 versus504

4 in Figure 2). Low-order polynomial functions were also relatively easy to vary across505

individuals while maintaining interpretability of the results. Most studies are, nevertheless,506

constrained to first-order polynomial reaction norms through time due to collecting data507

at only a few time points [6, 44], and even higher-order polynomial functions may only508

produce crude representations of data-generating processes [33]. More complex functions509

(e.g. regression splines), on the other hand, have the disadvantage of being less easily510

interpretable. By collecting data more intensely, the opportunities to model behavioural511

reaction norms with biologically-informed functions of contexts and time should improve.512

For instance, the rise of ecological momentary assessment studies in psychology has allowed513

greater possibilities in the modelling of behaviour as a dynamic system (e.g. [54, 55]).514

Personality and plasticity were correlated, with dogs with less sociable behaviour across515

days being less plastic. Previous studies have explored the relationship between how individ-516

uals behave on average and their degree of behavioural change. David et al. [56] found that517

male golden hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) showing high levels of aggression in a social518

intruder paradigm were slower in adapting to a delayed-reward paradigm. In practice, the519

relationship between personality and plasticity is probably context dependent. Betini and520

Norris [57] found, for instance, that more aggressive male tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor)521

during nest defence were more plastic in response to variation in temperature, but that plas-522

ticity was only advantageous for nonaggressive males and no relationship was present between523
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personality and plasticity in females. The correlation between personality and plasticity in-524

dicates a ‘fanning out’ shape of the reaction norms through time (Figure 3b). Consequently,525

behavioural repeatability increased as a function of day. The ‘cross-environmental’ correla-526

tion, moreover, indicated that the most sociable dogs on arrival day were not necessarily the527

most sociable on later days at the shelter. In particular, the correlation between sociabil-528

ity scores on arrival day and day 15 was only moderate, supporting Brommer [44] that the529

rank-ordering of trait scores is not always reliable. By contrast, the cross-environmental cor-530

relation between days 0 and 8, and 8 and day 15 were much stronger. These results suggest531

that shelters using standardised behavioural assessments would benefit from administering532

such tests as late as possible after dogs arrive.533

Of particular interest was predictability or the variation in dogs’ residual SDs. Pre-534

dictability has received little attention in research on (shelter) dogs although some have535

posited that dogs may vary in their behavioural consistency (e.g. [13]). Distinguishing be-536

tween inter- and intra-individual variation, as done here, is key to testing this hypothesis.537

Modelling residual SDs for each dog resulted in a model with markedly better out-of-sample538

predictive accuracy (Figure 2). The coefficient of variation for predictability was 0.64 (95%539

HDI: 0.58, 0.70), which is high compared to other studies in animal behaviour. For instance,540

Mitchell et al. [6] reported a value of 0.43 (95% HDI: 0.36, 0.53) in spontaneous activity541

measurements of male guppies (Poecilia reticulata). Variation in predictability also supports542

the hypothesis that dogs have varying levels of behavioural consistency. It is important to543

note, however, that interactions with unfamiliar people at the shelter were likely more het-544

erogeneous than behavioural measures from standardised tests or laboratory environments,545

which may contribute to greater individual variation in predictability. Moreover, the be-546

havioural data here may have contained more measurement error than more standardised547

environments. Although shelter employees demonstrated significant inter-rater reliability in548

video coding sessions, the average proportion of shelter employees who selected the correct549

behavioural code to describe behaviours seen in videos was only 66%, while 78% chose a550

video in the correct colour category (green, amber or red). For observational methods in551

shelters, it is essential to evaluate the reliability and validity of behavioural records since the552

observational contexts will be less standardised. Defining acceptable standards of reliability553

and validity is, however, non-trivial and we could not find measures of reliability or validity554

in any of the previous studies investigating predictability in animals for comparison.555

Dogs with higher residual SDs demonstrated steeper linear slopes and greater quadratic556

curves, indicating that greater plasticity was associated with lower predictability. The costs557

of plasticity are believed to include greater phenotypic instability, in particular developmen-558

tal instability [11, 58]. Since more plastic individuals are more responsive to environmental559

perturbation, a limitation of plasticity may be greater phenotypic fluctuation on finer time560

scales. However, lower predictability may also confer a benefit to individuals precisely be-561

cause they are less predictable to con- and hetero-specifics. For instance, Highcock and Carter562

[59] reported that predictability in behaviour decreases under predation risk in Namibian563

rock agamas (Agama planiceps). No correlation was found here between personality and564

predictability, similar to findings of Biro and Adriaenssens [2] in mosquitofish (Gambusia565

holbrooki), although correlations were found in agamas [59] and guppies [6].566
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4.3 Predictors of individual variation567

Finally, we found associations between certain predictor variables and personality, plasticity568

and predictability (Table S2). Our primary reason for including these predictor variables569

was to obtain more accurate estimates of personality, plasticity and predictability, and we570

remain cautious about a posteriori interpretations of their effects, especially since the theory571

underlying why individuals may, for example, demonstrate differences in predictability is572

in its infancy [8]. The reproducibility of a number of the results would, nevertheless, be573

interesting to confirm in future research. In particular, understanding factors affecting intra-574

individual change is important since many personality assessments are used to predict an575

individual’s future behaviour, rather than understand inter-individual differences. Here,576

increasing age was associated with greater plasticity (linear and quadratic change) and lower577

predictability, although some of the parameters’ 95% HDIs were close to zero, indicative of578

small effects. In great tits (Parus major) conversely, plasticity decreased with age [60], whilst579

in humans, intra-individual variability in reaction times increased with age [61]. Moreover,580

non-neutered dogs showed lower predictability than neutered dogs, and dogs entering the581

shelter as gifts (relinquished by their owners) had lower predictability estimates than stray582

dogs (dogs brought in by local authorities or members of the public after being found without583

their owners). Although these results can be used to formulate specific hypotheses about584

behavioural variation, researchers should beware of making generalisations based on inter-585

individual differences without first assessing the amount of individual-level heterogeneity.586

5 Conclusion587

We applied the framework of behavioural reactions norms to data from a longitudinal and588

observational shelter dog behavioural assessment, quantifying inter- and intra-individual be-589

havioural variation in dogs’ interactions with unfamiliar people. Overall, shelter dogs were590

sociable with unfamiliar people and sociability continued to increase with days since arrival591

to the shelter. At the same time, dogs showed individual differences in personality, plasticity592

and predictability. Accounting for all of these components substantially improved the analy-593

ses, particularly the inclusion of predictability, which suggests that individual differences in594

day-to-day behavioural variation is an important, yet largely unstudied, component of dog595

behaviour. Our results also highlight the uncertainty of making predictions on shelter dog596

behaviour, particularly when the number of behavioural observations is low. For shelters597

conducting standardised behavioural assessments, assessments are likely best carried out as598

late as possible, given that rank-order differences between individuals were only moderately599

related between arrival and at day 15. In conclusion, this study supports moving towards600

observational and longitudinal assessments of shelter dog behaviour, has demonstrated a601

Bayesian method by which to analyse longitudinal data on dog behaviour, and suggests that602

the predictive validity of behavioural assessments in dogs could be improved by systemati-603

cally accounting for both inter- and intra-individual variation.604
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